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· Type in a maximum of 5 comma delimited search queries (don’t use commas or other symbols for
your search queries, like colon) on the "Search Queries" sheet. If you enter the search queries
manually, please make sure the information is complete, otherwise the tool will not work. Examples
of useful search queries include: @mentions (ex: #analyst), “Twitter”, #techniques, “Erlang”,
“JavaScript”. For all search queries, try to enter a maximum of 1500 results per query, which is the
most we can retrieve from Twitter per day. · After the Twitter search is complete, you’ll see a new
"Results" sheet. · Click the “Next steps” button to add the daily frequency slicer to the results sheet.
· This slicer will allow you to view the number of tweets by day, hour, tweeters, #hashtags and
@mentions for each day. · Note that the daily frequency slicer is only available from the "Twitter
Search Complete" message box. · Click the "Next steps" button to add the hourly frequency slicer to
the results sheet. · This slicer will allow you to view the number of tweets by hour, tweeters,
#hashtags and @mentions for each hour. · Note that the hourly frequency slicer is only available
from the "Twitter Search Complete" message box. · Click the "Next steps" button to add the tweeters
slicer to the results sheet. · This slicer will allow you to view the number of tweets by tweeters for
each day. · Note that the tweeters slicer is only available from the "Twitter Search Complete"
message box. · Click the "Next steps" button to add the tone slicer to the results sheet. · This slicer
will allow you to view the number of tweets by day, tweeters, #hashtags and @mentions for each
tone (neutral, positive, negative). · Note that the tone slicer is only available from the "Twitter
Search Complete" message box. · Click the "Next steps" button to add the “Details” slicer to the
results sheet. · This slicer will allow you to view the number of tweets by day, tweeters, #hashtags
and @mentions for each key detail. · Note that the “Details�
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Use this macro to send a tweet to Twitter with a Twitter search query. Function
KEY_SEND_TWEET(qry As String) As Integer ' Keyboard Macro: Standard Module #If Win64
Then'For 64 bit versions of Excel Dim Rng As Range Dim s As String Dim q As Query Dim T As
String Dim n As Integer ' Use the Microsoft Search Center to perform Twitter searches and get
results ' Microsoft Application.StatusBar = False ' Application.DisplayAlerts = False ' Search for a
Twitter search query by pasting in a string ' or add one to the "qry" parameter ' Enter a maximum of
5 comma delimited search queries in the search pane ' located at the top of the "Topics", "People",
"Tone" or "Details" worksheets. ' See the Twitter Search Syntax section for more information on the
search syntax. ' You only need to enter your search term once to populate all the worksheets. ' For
your convenience, the search pane is located at the top of each sheet. ' Open the "Microsoft
Analytics for Twitter.xlsx" file on your desktop ' Enter a maximum of 5 comma delimited search
queries in the search pane located ' at the top of the "Topics", "People", "Tone" or "Details"
worksheets. ' See the Twitter Search Syntax section for more information on the search syntax. ' You
only need to enter your search term once to populate all the worksheets. ' For your convenience, the
search pane is located at the top of each sheet. ' Click the search icon to retrieve Twitter search
queries. ' Wait for the "Twitter Search Complete" message box. ' Click OK. ' Wait for the "Next
Steps" message box. If a "Twitter Search Query Clipped" message ' box precedes this message, note
the message and consider refining the affected ' search query. ' Click OK. ' Wait for the "Next Steps"
message box. ' If no "Next Steps" message box appears, ' the Twitter Search was successful and the
macro ends. ' Return an error code of "0" to indicate success. ' Return an error code of -1 to indicate
failure. ' Return an error code of 1 to indicate "Error," which will be ' followed by the appropriate
error message 2edc1e01e8
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- An Excel user will be able to perform Twitter searches in Excel. - An Excel user will see Twitter
search results in the Excel worksheets. - An Excel user will be able to interact with the Twitter
search results. - An Excel user can click on the Twitter Search Results to see Twitter statistics in
Excel. - An Excel user can export the Twitter search results as a csv file. - An Excel user can filter,
sort and slice Twitter Search Results. - An Excel user can choose the columns to see in the Twitter
search results. - An Excel user can export the Twitter search results as a csv file. - An Excel user can
import the Twitter search results into Excel. Description: An Excel user will be able to perform
Twitter searches in Excel. An Excel user will see Twitter search results in the Excel worksheets. An
Excel user can click on the Twitter Search Results to see Twitter statistics in Excel. An Excel user
can export the Twitter search results as a csv file. An Excel user can filter, sort and slice Twitter
Search Results. An Excel user can choose the columns to see in the Twitter search results. An Excel
user can export the Twitter search results as a csv file. An Excel user can import the Twitter search
results into Excel. This Microsoft Office Excel add-in enables users to track Twitter Activity of their
professional clients on Twitter. With this add-in, you can: - Perceive the overall Tweet activity of
Twitter users - See the Tweet activity of your professional clients on Twitter - Follow the search
queries of your professional clients on Twitter - Get Twitter statistics about your professional clients
in the Excel worksheets How to Track Twitter Activity: - Select your professional clients in the
"Select Users/Teams" worksheet. - Select a maximum of 10 Twitter usernames per search query
(limited to 30 search queries per day). - Type the Tweet keyword in the search pane located at the
top of each worksheet. - Click the search icon to perform the search. You will see a "Tweets: 0"
message box when you click the search icon. - Wait for the "Twitter Search Complete" message box.
Click OK to close the Excel application and to download the Tweet results. - Click OK. - Wait for the
"Next Steps" message box. If a "Twitter Search Query Clipped" message box precedes this message,
note
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What's New in the?

· Open the "Microsoft Analytics for Twitter.xlsx" file on your desktop. · Enter a maximum of 5 comma
delimited search queries in the search pane located at the top of the "Topics", "People", "Tone" or
"Details" worksheets. See the Twitter Search Syntax section for more information on the search
syntax. You only need to enter your search term once to populate all the worksheets. For your
convenience, the search pane is located at the top of each sheet. · Click the search icon to retrieve
Twitter search queries. · Wait for the "Twitter Search Complete" message box. If a "Twitter Search
Query Clipped" message box precedes this message, note the message and consider refining the
affected search query. · Click OK. · Wait for the "Next Steps" message box. If a "Twitter Search
Query Clipped" message box precedes this message, note the message and consider refining the
affected search query. · Click OK. Microsoft Analytics for Twitter: · Open the "Microsoft Analytics for
Twitter.xlsx" file on your desktop. · Enter a maximum of 5 comma delimited search queries in the
search pane located at the top of the "Topics", "People", "Tone" or "Details" worksheets. See the
Twitter Search Syntax section for more information on the search syntax. You only need to enter
your search term once to populate all the worksheets. For your convenience, the search pane is
located at the top of each sheet. · Click the search icon to retrieve Twitter search queries. · Wait for
the "Twitter Search Complete" message box. If a "Twitter Search Query Clipped" message box
precedes this message, note the message and consider refining the affected search query. · Click
OK. · Wait for the "Next Steps" message box. If a "Twitter Search Query Clipped" message box
precedes this message, note the message and consider refining the affected search query. · Click
OK. Twitter Search Syntax · Twitter has used keywords, hashtags, mentions and people’s usernames
(i.e. Twitterer) to search tweets. If you have the latest version of Office, Excel’s inbuilt Twitter
search search tool will give you the best results. If you are not using Office 2013, you will need to
use the search tool presented in Excel to get the best results. The first three of these are used to
refine results. Please note that you can only use the first three keywords/search queries in the



System Requirements For Microsoft Analytics For Twitter:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system OS: Microsoft Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, XP (32-bit
only), or Mac OS X 10.7 or later Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 (NVIDIA HD 4000) or
equivalent Hard drive space: 4 GB available space Input device: Keyboard and mouse Software:
Internet Explorer 11 or Firefox 29.0 or later, or Google Chrome version 30.0 or later Supported web
browsers: Google Chrome, Internet Explorer, Firefox,
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